
JASPER II
Material used

HDPE shell material
Plastic harness lining with 2 bands with 4
attachment points
Ratchet adjustment
head measurement 52 to 60 cm
Chin strap adjustment option available

Sizes:

Adjustable 52 - 60 cm

Non Ventilated Ratchet 
adjusted Industrial safety 

helmet

SAFETY 
HELMET

Features:

Lightweight and durable helmet meeting a
wide range of standard performance
requirements.
Available with a choice of ratchet or Zip
adjustment for adaptability.
Compatible with a wide range of safety
products and metal-working accessories (such
as Eye wear, Ear muff etc..) to provide the
complete solution for your application.
Conformed for use at temperatures ranging
from -10°C to +50°C.
Sturdy UV resistant HDPE Safety helmets

Available Colors: 
White, Red, Yellow, Blue

Specifications: 

Weight: 320 g (with chin strap)
No. of attachment points: 4



Limits to use

Head Shield!!

The helmet life is affected by several
factors, such as cold, heat, chemical
products, sun light or misuse. A daily
check should be performed in order to
identify any sign of rendering (cracks,
flaws) the helmet, its harness and
accessories fragile. Any helmet having
been subject to a strong shock or having
wear signs should be replaced. Under
normal usage conditions, this protective
helmet should provide proper protection
for 2 up to 3 years after the first usage, or
5 years according to the manufacturing
date (written inside). If a sensitive person
has an allergic reaction, remove the
helmet and ask for medical advice.

Instructions for storage:

It should be stored in a dry cool place away
from light, frost and in a location granting
that no chemical product or sharp object
bends it by falling above.

Instructions for cleaning:

Applications: 

Steel manufacturing industries
Aluminum Smelting
Foundries & Casting
Metal recycling
Refractory production
Cement manufacturing 
industries
Construction sites

Mallcom Helmet provides 
superior protection to the 

skull and excellent durability

This protective helmet may be cleaned and
disinfected by means of a cloth impregnated in
a low concentration cleaning solution. One
shall not use any abrasive or corrosive
chemical product. If this helmet cannot be
cleaned by using this method, it should be
replaced.

Performances:

This helmet complies with the
standard IS 2925:1984


